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- Part I: Notes on Rivera Fresco at Golden Gate International Exposition, July 195 (pages 1-5).
- Part II: Interview by Mary Fuller-Mc-Chesney, May 11 and 12, 1964 (pages 6-42)

Aguirre, Ignacio
    as art teacher, 12
    and Taller de Grafica Poplar, 13
Arnauoff, Victor
    and Ceurnavaca mural, 29
    as artist in San Francisco, 29
    studio at 716 Montgomery, 34
Anderson, Milo
    as Pan American mural assistant, 38
Anthony, Mary
    as symbol for women architects in mural, 4, 33
Art in Action, 2, 14
Barnes, Matt,
    as Pan American Unity mural assistant 2, 14-16, 18,24
    suicide of, 38
Bauhaus, 39
Berggruen, Heinz
    as Paris gallery owner, 24
Benton, 29
Biddle, George, 27
Bojus, Irene,
    assistant on Pan American Unity mural, 2,15,16,32
    exhibition in San Francisco, 16
    marriage to Mr. Weber, 16; see also Weber Dry Colors
    in preliminary mural drawings as woman painter, 33
    San Francisco, departure from, 2
Bone Coal factory, 11
Brownsville, Texas, 4
Burbank, Luther, 11
    as subject in Stock Exchange mural, 11
Bruton Sisters, 23,29
California Pelican (U.C. Berkeley journal), 15
California School of Fine Arts, 13,20,27
Calles, Elias Plutarco, 8
Carins, Donald
    as model for mural, 4, 33
Carter, Dudley
    as artist, 15
    carving of ram’s head at San Francisco City College, 15
    at Golden Gate International Exposition, 15
    as subject in Pan American Mural 2,4,33
    totem pole at Golden Gate Park, 15
Cartoon of mural
    bequeathing of to SFMOMA, 33
    theft of, 33
Chapingo, 9; see also Rivera, Diego
Packard, Emmy Lou - Subject Index

Chaplin, Charlie
and The Great Dictator movie, 4, 20
Chaves, Carlos, 5
China Clippers, 15
Coates, Holmes
as color grinder 15
assistant on Pan American Unity mural, 2
Coit Tower, 29
costume party (Golden Gate International Exposition), 29
Cravath, Ruth
and studio on Montgomery street, 34
Crlenkovich, Helen,
location in mural, 4
Cummings, Bill
as assistant, 32
Cunningham, Marion
open air art show, 34
Ceurnavaca Mural, 29
de la Serva Crespo, Jose, 8
de Vescovi, Ely 19
del Pino Moya, Jose, 14, 23
Dubinsky, David, 40
Duveneck, Josephine, 9, 1; see also Peninsula School of Creative Education
Duveneck, Frank, 9, 11; see also Peninsula School of Creative Education
El Camino Real, California, 11
Eloesser, Dr. Leo, 3, 16, 20
and Loyalists in Spain, 39
Erchenbrach, Mary, 29
Ford motor,
in mural, 2 see also Pan American Unity Mural, content of
fresco techniques, 18-21
alcohol, 19
bitumen coat, 19
brushes, 20 see also Lyon's Hair
butyl alcohol, 19
calcium carbonate, use of, 18
color mixing, 19, 39
equal square system, 21
plastering 18, 19, 39
pouncing, 21
protection from earthquakes, 19
scale tracings, 21
steel frames, 19
tracing, 21
underpainting, 19, 39
Flores, A Sanchez
as assistant on National Palace mural, 39
Gerstle, Sarah Hecht (wife of William Gerstle)
destruction of her painted hand on mural, 24
as pioneer woman in mural, 4, 24
Goddard, Paulette
as actress in Great Dictator, The, 4
Packard, Emmy Lou - Subject Index

and Tree of Life, 4
purchase of water colors, 1
posing Great Dictator movie stills, 21
as subject in mural, 32, 33
Golden Gate International Exposition, 1, 4, 14, 19, 22, 29
Golden Gate Park and Carter totem pole, 15
Great Dictator, The, 4, 20
Hofmann, Mona,
illness, 2
assistant on Pan American Unity mural, 2, 15-16, 32
pupil of Hans Hofmann, 2
as subject in Pan American mural, 2, 4
with tuberculosis, 16
Homolka, Oscar, 4
Homolka, Florence, 4
Hurtado, Emma, 27
Jackson Street #473 (WPA Art Project Building)
basement contents, 36
fire at, 35
Johnson Street, Thelma
as assistant on mural, 33-34
Kahlo, Frida,
at Coyocan, 27
death of, 12-26
letters to Guadalupe Marin, 23
Eloesser, Dr. Leo and, 3
physical appearance of, 31
relationship with Diego, 3, 27
remarriage to Diego at San Francisco City Hall (ad hoc: SFMOMA), 23
at St. Lukes Hospital, 3, 20, 31
at Stackpole studio, 10
San Francisco, arrival to (September, 1940), 3
as subject in mural, 4, 33
Kahlo, Cristina, 3, 32
Kiesler, Frederick, 39
Lammers, Wayne
assistant on Pan American Unity Mural, 20, 21
Legion of Honor
exhibition of Diego's Cubist work, 32
Life magazine, 25
Lovestone, Jay, 40
Lyons Hair Brushes, 20
Marin, Guadalupe, 3, 23
Martinez, Rodolpho (Alfredo) Ramos, 8
Mexican Renaissance, 8, 12
Mexico
open air schools, 1, 17, 19
mural education in, 12
and Taller de Grafica Poplar, 5
mural; see Pan American Unity mural
Mexican child in mural, 4
Mexican renaissance (in mural painting), 8, 27
Moulin, Gabriel (and mural repair), 24
National Palace, 19
Niendorff, Arthur
   assistant on Pan American Unity mural, 2, 14-16, 20, 21, 33
   architectural detail of mural, 38
   woman artist, painting of, 33
   Shell building on mural, painting of, 16
   Ford Motor on mural, painting of 16
   and mural responsibilities, 18
   WPA Texas murals, 14
Netzalhualcoyotl flying machine
   in mural, 2
North American child in mural, 4 see also Pan American mural, content of
O'Gorman, Juan, 5
O'Higgins, Pablo (Paul),
   as assistant to Diego in Mexico, 8
   as mural instructor in Mexico, 12
open air schools; see Mexico, open air schools
Orozco, Jose Clemente, 14
Pacific Stock Exchange Mural (October, 1931), 9-11, 13, 32-34
Packard, Emmy Lou
   arrival to San Francisco, 14
   assistant on Pan American Unity mural, 2, 4, 16-17, 32
   birthplace and date, 8
   bobbed wire on mural, painting of, 20
   comments on WPA, 28-29, 35
   courtyard on left of mural, painting of, 16, 17
   departure from Mexico (1941), 5
   death of husband (December, 1939), 13
   Diego Rivera’s influence, 27
   education at University of California Berkeley (1932-1936), 38
   father of, 8
   in Mexico, 1, 5, 8
   knot on mural, painting of, 17
   mother, and, 8, 14
   reconstruction of pioneer woman’s hand in mural, 26
   San Francisco bay, painting of, 20
   Student at Peninsula School of Creative Education, 12
   Stendahl Gallery exhibition, 5
   subject in mural (woman painter), 4
   as symbol for women artists in mural, 33
   training, 8, 13, 14
Pan American Unity Mural
   art community response to, 23
   cost of, 1, 13
   completion of, (December, 1940) 22
   content in
      American boy; see also Carins Donald Ian, 33
      Aztec civilization, 16
      Carter, Dudley, 33
      Chaplin, Charlie, 4
      Goddard, Paulette, 4, 33
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Ford Motor, 16
flag, 17
Indian girl (see also Mexican child), 4, 33
Kahlo, Frida, 33
machine god (Coatlique), 33
north American boy, 4, 33; see also Cairns, Donald Ian
Pflueger, Timothy, 33
Robinson, Edward G., 32
Sampler, 24
Shasta Dam, 2
Shell building, 16
"stone idol" (Coatlique), 33
Tree of Life, 32
"The Women" panel, 33
wine press, 2
wooden Indian, 2
woman architect, 4, 33; see also mural, models for general figures, Anthony, Mary
woman artist, 4, 33; see also mural, models for general figures, Packard Emmy Lou
woman next to card table; see also mural, models for general figures, Hofmann Mona
pioneer woman, 4; see also mural, models for general figures, Gerstle, Mrs. William
woman swimmer, see also mural, models for general figures, Crelenkovich, Helen
damage of, 4
dimensions, 1, 13
models for general figures
Anthony, Mary 4, 33; see also woman architect
Carins, Donald Ian 4, 33; see also American boy
Crlenkovich, Helen, 4, 33; see also woman swimmer
Gerstle, Mrs. William, 4, 24; see also woman pioneer
Hofmann, Mona, 4, 32
Packard, Emmy Lou, 4, 33; see also woman painter
steel frames for, 14, 19
storage of, 4
techniques used; see fresco techniques
themes, 32

Patri, Giacomo
and 473 Jackson Street studio, 35
Pearl Harbor, 4, 13
Peninsula School of Creative Education, 9, 11-13
Pflueger, Timothy
and mural frames, 19
as architect for San Francisco Art Institute
as architect for San Francisco City College, 1, 13
dead of, 25, 26
in Diego Rivera costume, 29
at Golden Gate Exposition, 16
commission Diego to paint mural, 1, 13, 32
as subject in mural, 4, 32, 33
and Pan American mural, 14, 19, 24 (repair of)
Raymond and Raymond gallery, 23
Refregier, Anton
And Rincon Post Office mural, 37
Renaissance, fresco painting, 19, 20

9
Rich, Frances, 4
Rich, Irene, 4
Rincon Post Office, 37
Rivera, Diego
  at Agricultural School, 9
  and anti-Fascism, 4; see also politics of
  attitude towards fairgoer critiques on mural, 17
  and Artists Union (San Francisco), 22-23
  appearance of, 3, 30
  biography of, 26
  at Chapingo, 9
  and Detroit murals, 27
Dudley Carter and, 2
Encyclopedic memory, 22
eye infection, 3
fair visitors at Exposition and, 2-3, 16
fresco techniques, 1, 2, 18-21
at Frida Kahlo’s house in Coyoacan, 5
Frida and, 3, 10
hands in mural, 27
hyper-thyroidism and, 29
influence on Bay Area muralists, 27
influence on Emmy Lou Packard, 27
inspection trip to San Francisco, 13, 14
interest in children painting, 1, 8, 9
local art community and, 30
and Mexican Communist Party, 30
open air schools in Mexico, influence on, 8-9
payment for Pan American Unity mural, 1
at Peninsula School of Creative art, 11
physical appearance of, 29, 30
politics and, 3-5, 22, 30
relationship with Frida, 27, 30
remarriage to Frida Kahlo at SFMOMA, 23
San Francisco, arrival to, (June 5, 1940), 1
San Francisco departure from, 5
in San Francisco, 1, 2
at Secretariat of Education, 9
at Stackpole studio, 10
Stock Exchange mural, and (1931/32), 9, 10
Studio at Tampico, 8, 8-9
as subject in Pan American mural, 4
temper tantrums, 3, 16, 21
treasure island flag, 17
and Trotsky, 3, 22 (quarrel with)
work schedule, 2, 16, 18
Robinson, Edward G.,
as subject in mural, 4, 32-33
Ronche, Ottorino (head of Art Commission), 32
Roosevelt, F.D., 27
sampler
  in mural 24
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San Angel house, 4
San Francisco City College
    and brochure, 25
    construction of auditorium, 1
    Pan American mural, current placement, 25
    and Pan American Unity mural, 13,14,19
San Francisco School of Fine Arts, 10; see also San Francisco Art Institute
San Francisco Art Institute, 10, 19
Saint Luke's Hospital, 3 see also Kahlo, Frida and Eloesser, Dr. Leo
Siegriest, Louis, 40
Siqueiros, David, 5
Sinarquista movement, 5
Shasta Dam,
    in mural, 2
Shell building
    in mural, 16
Social Realism, 37
Soviet Union and socialism movement, 30
Spohn, Clay (WPA artist), 36
Stackpole, Ralph,
    at studio, 9, 10
    as teacher of Emmy Lou Packard, 13
    and Emmy Lou Packard, 23
Steel frames, 1,14, 19; see also San Francisco City College
stone idol (Coatique)
    in mural, 33
Taller de Grafica Poplar, 5
Tampico 8, studio, 8,9
Taylor, Edgar Dorsey (WPA artist), 36
Telegraph Hill, 21
Tree of Life, 4; see also Paulette Goddard
Treasure Island
    art building, 2
    Art In Action, 2, 14
    Carter, Dudley at, 2
    Diego Rivera, arrival of, 13
    fire at, 4,24
    in mural, 17
    movie stars and posing for mural, 32
    mosaic by Volz, Herman, 2
Trotsky, 2-4, 22,30
Totem pole
    See Golden Gate Park
University of California Berkeley, 15; See Also, Packard Emmy Lou
Volz, Herman, 2; see also WPA
Packard, Emmy Lou (III)

WPA,
- art project building, 35-36 see also; 473 Jackson Street
- chronological association to Mexican renaissance, 27
- feelings of Emmy Lou Packard on, 28-29, 37
- Herman Volz mosaic, 2
- and Hotaling Place (WPA project building), 34
- murals in Texas, 14
- payment to Rivera mural assistants, 33

wooden Indian,
- in mural, 2

wine press,
- in mural, 2

Weber Dry Colors, 19

Wills, Helen
- as subject in Stock Exchange mural, 11

Wright Liebes, Dorthy, 1, 14

Weber Dry Colors, 16

Waffle Iron, 22

Varda, Jean, 23
- and Courvoisier Gallery, 23; see also Courvoisier Gallery

Wolfe, Bertram, 26
- criticism of Emmy Lou Packard’s, reconstruction of hand, 26
- as Trotskyite, 26

World War II, 26

Wolfe Thomas, novelist, 27

“Women, The,” 33